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Abstract

The biogenesis of the well-ordered macromolecular protein arrangement of photosystem (PS)II and light harvesting complex (LHC)II in grana
thylakoid membranes is poorly understood and elusive. In this study we examine the capability of self organization of this arrangement by
comparing the PSII distribution and antenna organization in isolated untreated stacked thylakoids with restacked membranes after unstacking. The
PS II distribution was deduced from freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Furthermore, changes in the antenna organization and in the
oligomerization state of photosystem II were monitored by chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters and size analysis of exoplasmatic fracture face
particles. Low-salt induced unstacking leads to a randomization and intermixing of the protein complexes. In contrast, macromolecular PSII
arrangement as well as antenna organization in thylakoids after restacking by restoring the original solvent composition is virtually identical to
stacked control membranes. This indicates that the supramolecular protein arrangement in grana thylakoids is a self-organized process.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In higher plants the photosynthetic machinery is localized in
the thylakoid membrane inside the chloroplasts. A unique
feature of this membrane is the formation of stacked grana
thylakoids, which are interconnected by unstacked stroma
lamellae; for a recent model see [1]. The spatial subcompart-

mentation in stacked and unstacked membrane regions forms
the structural basis for a pronounced lateral segregation of the
six main protein complexes involved in photosynthetic energy
transduction, i.e. PSI, PSII, cyt. b/f complex, LHCI, LHCII and
ATPase [2]. The main fraction of photosystem II and light
harvesting complex II are concentrated in the stacked grana
core, whereas PSI (with LHCI), a minor fraction of PSII and the
ATPase are mainly localized in grana margins, end membranes
and stroma lamellae. It is assumed that the cytochrom b/f
complex is equally distributed [2]. Recently a more detailed
picture about the photosystem organization emerges [3]. There
is evidence that both PSI and PSII are not homogeneous but
form subspecies so-called PSIIα and PSIα as well as PSIIβ and
PSIβ centers. In case of PSII this may reflect intermediates
during its high turnover [4]. All photosynthetic proteins are
evolutionary optimized for special functions and have a
complex structure which holds in particular for PSII in stacked
grana regions with more than 27 subunits and more than 100
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cofactors per reaction center [5]. The PSII reaction center
contains the D1, D2 and Cyt b559 subunits which bind all
electron transfer cofactors. The light harvesting system of PSII
consists of the core antenna complexes CP43 and CP47
(reaction center plus core antenna are named PSII-core) and
light harvesting complexes. The latter are divided into the
minor LHCII (CP24, CP26 and CP29) which are monomeric,
and the major LHCII which are trimers. Most likely, PSII in
stacked grana thylakoids is mainly organized as a so-called
PSII–LHCII supercomplex [6,7] which is a core-dimer with
minor LHCIIs and two major LHCII trimers. There is also
evidence for additional specific weaker binding sites for
LHCII-trimers on the PSII–LHCII supercomplex [6]. On
average, the complete functional PSII in grana membranes is
associated with about four trimeric LHCII resulting in an
apparent antenna size of roughly 230 chlorophylls [5]. A more
detailed investigation of the structural organization of a whole
grana disc yielded evidence for a supramolecular network of
LHCII and PSII complexes [8]; this was concluded from the
observation that the arrangement of PSII in grana thylakoids is
different from a pure random distribution indicating the pre-
sence of ordering forces.

Although the protein organization in grana thylakoids is
rather complex, this arrangement is highly dynamic, which is a
prerequisite for adaptations on an ever changing environment
(e.g. light intensities). Especially the D1 subunit of PSII in
grana stacks has a high turnover rate which causes a constant
disassembling and reassembling of the whole supercomplex
[9,10]. The high turnover is due to the fact that PSII is operating
at very positive redox potentials causing an intrinsically high
probability for photoinhibition [11]. This highlights the
importance of understanding the biogenesis and turnover of
protein complexes to maintain the integrity of the photosyn-
thetic machinery. The complex reaction pathway starting from
the photodamaged PSII to a functionally regenerated protein is
called repair cycle and the subject of intensive research [9].
Although most recently a five-step reaction scheme for the PSII
biogenesis up to the level of PSII-core monomers was proposed
[4], the assembly of the PSII and LHCII network of a whole
grana disc remains elusive.

One way to examine assembly/disassembly processes is to
study PSII arrangements in stacked, unstacked and restacked
thylakoids by electron microscopy of freeze-fractured mem-
branes [12]. In freeze fracture the membrane is split at the
hydrophobic core producing two half-membranes of which the
newly generated surfaces are called protoplasmic fracture face
(PF, and exoplasmic fracture face (EF). There is good evidence
that PSII is exclusively localized in the EF half-membrane [12]
which opens up the possibility to study its distribution [8].
Moreover, the unstacking of grana can be induced by incu-
bation of isolated thylakoids in buffers with low ionic strength;
this process is accompanied by an intermixing and randomiza-
tion of the well-ordered membrane protein arrangement [12].
Starting from unstacked membranes, re-addition of cations
(mainly Mg2+) triggers the restacking. Comparing the PSII
arrangement between untreated stacked control thylakoids
and restacked membranes opens up the possibility to analyze

whether the membrane has the capability for a self-organization
of the LHCII–PSII network in grana discs.

In this study we examine structurally and functionally the
reassembly of the LHCII–PSII arrangement in grana thylakoids
by restacking of unstacked thylakoids. Mathematical methods
like next neighbor distribution analysis (NNDF) and pair
correlation functions (PCF) [8] enable objective comparison
and quantification of PSII distribution in the EF fracture face
[13]. These structural data are complemented by EF particle size
analysis and also by functional investigations, which yield
information on the PSIIα/PSIIβ heterogeneity [14]. Chlorophyll
a fluorescence induction measurements are able to distinguish
between PSIIα, which most likely form the LHCII–PSII
supercomplex in stacked grana, and monomeric PSIIβ, with a
two- to three-fold smaller antenna size. While PSIIα is able to
transfer excitation energy between several PSII centers mediated
by LHCIIs (connectivity), PSIIβ should not be connected [14].
Both our structural and biophysical data are summarized by a
model of the supramolecular arrangement of PSII and LHCII in
grana thylakoids.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation, unstacking and restacking of thylakoid membranes

Thylakoid membranes were isolated from 6 weeks old spinach leaves
(Spinacea oleracea var. polka) grown hydroponically [15] at 13° to 16 °C
according to [16]. The photoperiod (300 μmol quanta m−2 s−1) was 10 h per day.
Fresh isolated membranes were stored on ice in 330 mM sorbitol, 80 mM KCl,
7 mM MgCl2 and 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, KOH. Unstacked thylakoids were
prepared according to [17] with slight modifications. In detail, for unstacking
thylakoids were adjusted to 2 mg Chl/mL and diluted 1:1 with buffer containing
5 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA and 15 mM HEPES (pH 7.6) and incubated for 1 h
on ice with slow stirring in darkness. The membranes were then diluted 1:50
with the same buffer and incubated for at least 30 min on ice (unstacking)
followed by another 1:1 dilution using the same buffer. For restacking,
unstacked membranes were 1:1 diluted in 160 mM KCl, 14 mM MgCl2,
660 mM sorbitol and 35 mM HEPES (pH 7.6) and incubated for at least 1 h on
ice. Stacked thylakoids were directly diluted in thylakoid buffer (see above) up
to a Chl concentration of 10 μg/mL.

2.2. Spectroscopy

Chl a fluorescence induction curves were recorded in a laboratory built
fluorometer according to [18] using the incubation buffer (see above). The Fo
level was determined after 15 min incubation in strict darkness in the presence
of 1 mM ferricyanide. The Fm level was deduced from a new sample in the
presence of 1 mM sodium dithionite. In a separate experiment the fluore-
scence induction kinetics was recorded by adding 1 mM NH2OH and 20 μM
DCMU after 15-min incubation of the membranes in strict darkness. The
kinetics was analyzed on the basis of the connected units model [14]
according to [18].

For chlorophyll fluorescence spectra at 77 K, membranes were diluted in
buffer medium (see above) at a Chl concentration of about 3 μM. 50 μL were
applied on a filter paper (2 cm diameter) with a silver plate support and placed on
the lucid bottom of a Dewar vessel. The Dewar was filled with liquid nitrogen.
Light source was a halogen lamp in combination with the following optical
filters: Schott BG18, Corning 9782 and LOT heat mirror filters producing a
broad blue-green excitation (400 nm to 550 nm). Emission spectra were
recorded with a Bausch and Lomb monochromator (1350 grooves/mm, 500 nm
blaze) and a photomultiplier (Knott NL 2045-04-06) protected with a Schott
RG630 filter. Typically, 25 spectra were averaged after correction for the
spectral response of the set up.
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2.3. Freeze-fracture electron microscopy

Freeze fracturing of stacked, unstacked and restacked thylakoids at −150 °C
was performed with a BAF400T apparatus (Balzers, Lichtenstein). Platinum/
carbon shadowing (45°), production of carbon replica and the conditions for the
electron microscopy (EM208S, Philips, The Netherlands) are reported in detail
in [8].

2.4. Analysis of EFs particle distributions

Next neighbor distribution functions (NNDF) and pair correlation function
(PCF) were calculated from the Cartesian coordinates of the EFs particles in
stacked, unstacked and restacked thylakoids as in [8]. For a given EFs particle,
the NNDF quantify the probability to find the next neighbored particle at the
indicated distance. The PCF quantifies the deviation of the local density at a
distance r from a given particle from the global density (set as 1). Fig. 4A shows
the distribution of nearest neighbor distances, indirectly indicating the NNDF.

3. Results

3.1. Unstacking and restacking of thylakoid membranes

Unstacking and restacking of unstacked grana thylakoids
were examined by chlorophyll a fluorescence spectroscopy and
freeze-fracture electron-microscopy. Fig. 1 shows examples of
fluorescence induction curves (A) and low temperature
emission spectra (B) of thylakoids incubated in buffers with
different ionic strength to induce un- and restacking. Statistical
analysis of the results deduced from these measurements is
summarized in Table 1. Incubation in Mg2+-free buffer in the
presence of EDTA with a low concentration of monovalent
cations (“unstacking” conditions) decreases the Fm / Fo ratio as
well as the ratio of fluorescence emitted by PSII (FPSII) versus
PSI (FPSI) at 77 K. These changes indicate a spillover of
excitation energy from the PSII antenna system to the PSI
antenna [19]. The rate constants for QA reduction (kα and kβ in
Table 1) determined from the analysis of fluorescence induction
curves (Fig. 1A) are proportional to the apparent antenna sizes
of the PSIIα- and PSIIβ-centers [14]. In the unstacked state, the
apparent antenna size of PSIIα and PSIIβ is decreased by 9%
and 38%, respectively, as compared to stacked control
membranes. Furthermore, the percentage of PSIIβ centers is
increased and the connectivity parameter (J) for PSIIα de-

creased. Such low salt induced phenomena are well established
(see e.g. refs [20,21]) and indicate an intermixing/randomiza-
tion of the protein complexes associated with an unstacking of
grana thylakoids [12]. In EM images of freeze-fractured thyla-
koids a change from the EF to the PF face or vice versa in the
same membrane patch can only occur in stacked grana and not
in unstacked membranes [22]. This was observed in thylakoids
incubated under stacked and restacked conditions but rarely
under low ionic strength conditions (not shown) indicating the
predominance of unstacked grana thylakoids.

Incubation of unstacked thylakoids in a buffer with high
ionic strength for at least 1 h on ice results in an almost complete
recovery of the Fm/Fo and the FPSII/FPSI ratios (Table 1),
indicating resegregation of PSII and PSI due to restacking of the
membranes [23]. This is supported by EM micrographs
showing a change from one to the other fracture face in the
same membrane patch (see above). Also, the Chl a fluorescence
induction kinetics of restacked thylakoids is almost identical to
stacked membranes (Fig. 1A). Mathematical analysis of these
kinetics reveals a re-conversion of PSIIβ to PSIIα centers and
an increase of the apparent PSIIα and PSIIβ antenna to almost
the size of stacked control thylakoids (Table 1). Although there

Fig. 1. Fluorescence analysis of thylakoids under stacking, unstacking and restacking conditions. (A) Chl a fluorescence induction kinetics in the presence of 20 μM
DCMU at a Chl concentration of 10 μM. The induction kinetics was triggered by a fast shutter opening (opening time about 0.7 ms, indicated by an arrow) illuminating
the dark-adapted sample with broad blue-green light (400 nm to 550 nm). (B) 77 K fluorescence emission spectra. Average of 25 scans for each spectrum with all
spectra normalized to their maximal value after correction for wavelength dependence of the set-up.

Table 1
Characterization of stacked, unstacked and restacked thylakoid membranes by
Chl a fluorescence induction measurements and 77 K fluorescence emission
spectra

Stacked Unstacked Restacked Significance
stacked
vs. restacked

Fm/Fo 5.05±0.19 2.02±0.02 4.86±0.08 −
PSIIβ fraction 45±1% 84±2% 47±2% −
kα a 100±5% 91±2% 114±4% +
kβa 56±4% 35±2% 46±2% +
J (connectivity) 1.7±0.2% 0.8±0.1% 1.1±0.1% ++
FPSII/FPSI

at 77 Kb
0.53±0.01 0.23±0.01 0.48±0.02

Data represent the average of at least six independent measurements with
standard deviation. Students significance test, error probability: −, not
significant (αN40%); +, significant (αb5%); ++, highly significant (αb1%).
a The value of kα for stacked thylakoids (19.0±1 s−1) was set to 100%.
b FPSII is the average Chl fluorescence level between 682 and 694 nm and

FPSI at 735 nm.
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is a slight increase (about 15%) in PSIIα and a reduction (about
10%) in PSIIβ antenna size in comparison to stacked control
membranes, these results suggest that the segregation of the
photosystems and the PSII antenna organization in restacked
and stacked control thylakoids are nearly identical. In contrast,
the connectivity parameter of PSIIα centers was reduced by
about 30% in restacked membranes which is quite significant.
This parameter quantifies the probability for an excitation
energy migration among several PSII centers.

In summary, the fluorescence spectroscopic data in combi-
nation with the EM micrographs provide good evidence that the
low salt treatment induces an unstacking of grana stacks and a
randomization of the protein complexes, which is almost
reverted under restacking conditions.

3.2. EF particle sizes in freeze-fractured thylakoids

To address the question whether unstacking leads to a
monomerization of dimeric PSII complexes EF particle sizes in
stacked and unstacked thylakoids were examined. There is good
evidence that photosystem II complexes (monomeric and
dimeric) are exclusively associated with the EF fracture face
and all other protein complexes (LHCII, cyt b6f, PSI, CFo)
associated with the PF face [22]. Depending on their
localization in stacked or unstacked membrane regions the EF
particles are termed EFs and EFu [22]. To distinguish the EFs
particle in restacked membranes from the stacked control
membranes we use “EFrs” for “restacked conditions, stacked
region”, and for EF particles in membranes prepared by
unstacking we use “EFus” for “unstacked conditions”. Because
in freeze fracture EM micrographs the lateral dimensions of
monomeric PSII (6–12 nm) is significantly smaller than for
dimeric PSII (10–20 nm), as shown for example by reconstitu-
tion studies of isolated complexes [22], the analysis of EF
particle sizes could be a proper tool for investigating low salt
induced monomerization of this photosystem. To check this
possibility lateral dimensions of EFu und EFs particles were
analyzed in stacked control thylakoids. Due to the fact that EF
particles have an elliptical shape [22] EFs and EFu particles in
stacked control thylakoids were fitted with an ellipse using a
particle count routine (Optimas program version 6.5.). Fig. 2A
to D shows the size distributions of ellipses long axis and width
for both types of EF areas deduced from fitting. Table 2
summarized the lateral dimension extracted from these
histograms. The sizes of the long axis as well as the width are
clearly distinguishable between EFs (Fig. 2A, B) and EFu (Fig.
2C, D) particles. The dimensions of about 16.0×9.6 nm (EFs)
and 10.5×6.5 nm (Table 2) fit in the range of published data
[22]. In the literature good evidence exists that EFu objects
represent monomeric PSII and EFs particles dimeric PSII
[22,24]. Therefore the size distributions in Fig. 2A to D and the
numbers in Table 2 can be used to analyze whether unstacking
of thylakoids leads to a monomerization of dimeric PSII
complexes or to other changes in the PSII size.

Due to the fact that unstacking of thylakoids is accompanied
by an abolishment of stacked and unstacked thylakoid regions
(see above) only one EF fracture face is apparent in these

membranes. For a better comparison between EF particle sizes
from unstacked thylakoids with stacked control membranes,
particle size analysis without differentiation in EFs and EFu
areas was conducted for the latter (Fig. 2E and F), i.e. EF
particles from stacked thylakoids were randomly selected from
EFs and EFu areas. As expected the histograms for the long axis
(Fig. 2E) and the width (Fig. 2F) are broadened compared to
Fig. 2A to D due to a mixing of EFs and EFu particles (see also
Table 2). The lateral dimensions of about 15.5×9.7 nm are more
similar to EFs and not to EFu objects (Table 2) indicating that
dimeric PSII dominate in stacked thylakoids as was confirmed
by electron microscopic and biochemical analysis (e.g., [3,22]).

Fig. 2. Size analysis of EF particles. EF particles in freeze fractured micrographs
of stacked and unstacked thylakoid membranes were fitted with an ellipse. The
deduced values for the long axis (A, C, E, G) and width (B, D, F, H) are shown.
(A, B) EFs particles and C, D, EFu particles from stacked control thylakoids.
(E, F)EFparticles fromstacked thylakoidswithout differentiation inEFs andEFu.
(G, H) from unstacked membranes. The histograms were fitted with Gaussian
curves (bold lines). The results of this fitting are summarized in Table 2. Dashed
lines in panels E to H show the gauss curves for EFu particles (C and D),
respectively. Panels I and J give the difference of unstacked minus stacked
thylakoids. Number of analyzed EF particles: A and B, 111; C andD, 78; E and F,
300; G and H, 302.
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The size histograms of unstacked thylakoids reveal a small
reduction in the long axis and a still lesser decreased width (Fig.
2G and H) compared to their counterparts from stacked
membranes (Table 2). Clearly no significant shift to lateral
values corresponding to monomeric EFu particles is apparent in
unstacked thylakoids (compare dashed lines with the histogram
in Fig. 2G and H and Table 2). This gives strong evidence that
incubating thylakoids in low salt media for unstacking did not
induce a significant monomerization of dimeric PSII com-
plexes. Although the data indicate that PSII monomer/dimer
ratio is unchanged in unstacked membranes the lateral
dimensions are smaller compared to particles from stacked
membranes. To analyze the reduction in the EF particle size a
difference plot (unstacked minus stacked) was calculated (Fig.
2I and J). For the long axis sizes peaking around 13.5 nm are
more abundant and sizes around 17 nm less frequent in
thylakoids incubated under unstacking conditions (Fig. 2I).
Concerning the width of the ellipses the data are less clear (Fig.
2J). There is a tendency of a reduction in width from about 11.5
to 8.5 nm. Overall the EF particles size analysis of unstacked
thylakoids give good evidence that dimeric PSII complexes are
not converted to monomers. Furthermore a size reduction for a
fraction of the EF particles of about 3.5 nm in length and about
3 nm in width was observed (Fig. 2).

3.3. EFs particle distribution analysis in stacked, unstacked
and restacked thylakoids

In order to examine the PSII arrangement in thylakoid
membranes on a supramolecular level, the x- and y-positions of
the EFs, EFus and EFrs particles were analyzed (for example,

see Fig. 3) by NNDF and PCF. Results of this analysis are
shown in Fig. 4A and B. The EF particle densities for stacked,
unstacked and restacked thylakoids are 1848±383 μm−2,
1529±385 μm−2 and 1747±254 μm−2, respectively. From
the values of Fig. 4A, we calculated a mean distance to the next
neighbored EFs particle of about 20 nm (from center to center),
which is in accordance with our previous study for stacked
grana [8] and reflects the high protein density: The mean
distance between two neighbored photosystems is similar to the
dimension of the PSII–LHCII supercomplex of about
27×12 nm [25].

In the next neighbor distribution of the EFs and EFus
particles, significant differences are apparent (Fig. 4A, left),
especially a broadening of the bell-shaped distribution upon
unstacking: The half width increases from 9.1 nm for the EFs to
13.4 nm for EFus. This broadening indicates a randomization of
the particle distribution in unstacked thylakoids [13] which is in
agreement with the spectroscopic data (see above). Vice versa
the narrowing of the next neighbor distribution for stacked

Fig. 3. Typical electron micrograph of a freeze fractured thylakoid membrane
prepared by unstacking (left) and the positions of the EF particles as determined
from the micrograph (right). The EM image shows an EF fracture face, which is
clearly distinguishable from the PF face due to the fact that the EF face contains
significant larger and less dense packed particles. Circles indicate the region
used for the particle analysis in Fig. 4. The particle density is 1380 μm−2.

Fig. 4. NNDF (5A) and PCF (5B) analysis of EF particles in stacked, unstacked
and restacked thylakoids. (A) 18 EM images (806 particles) from stacked, 14
images (565 particles) from restacked and 15 images (774 particles) from
unstacked thylakoids were analyzed and averaged. The error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean value. The data were fitted (grey and black lines) with
an asymmetric bell-shaped curve (4 parameter Weibull) to deduce the half width.
(B) The PCF quantifies the deviation of the local density relative to the global
density as a function of the distance to a typical particle. The same data set as for
the NNDF was used.

Table 2
Long axis and width of EF particles from stacked and unstacked thylakoids

EFs stacked thylakoids EFu stacked thylakoids EF stacked thylakoids EF unstacked thylakoids EF restacked thylakoids

Long axis 16.0±2.1 nm 10.5±1.2 nm 15.5±3.2 nm 14.3±2.7 nm 14.5±3.2 nm
Width 9.6±1.6 nm 6.5±1.0 nm 9.7±1.9 nm 9.2±1.8 nm 8.7±1.4 nm

Values represent the results of fitting the size histograms in with gauss functions. Values for restacked thylakoids were derived from not shown histograms. ±values
give the width of the gauss curves.
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control membranes compared with the (randomized) unstacked
thylakoids suggests an even more ordered PSII arrangement in
grana stacks as was recently postulated [8]. In detail, distances
around 11 nm and between 25 and 30 nm are less frequent and
distances between 17 and 20 nm are more frequent in stacked
grana (Fig. 4A, left). The depopulation of shorter and longer
distances under stacked conditions indicates the existence of
repulsive as well as attractive forces between PSII complexes. A
less pronounced but nonetheless significant difference is also
visible in the PCF analysis (Fig. 4B, left). In particular, in
unstacked thylakoids the local EFs density at shorter distances
(8 to 11 nm) is higher than in stacked control thylakoids, which
is in accordance with the results of the NNDF analysis.

Within the range of error, restacking of unstacked thylakoids
leads to a rearrangement of the EFs particle distribution, which
is almost indistinguishable from stacked control membranes
(Fig. 4A and B right panels). Although there are small
differences in the PCF at the distances between 15 and
31 nm, the combined results of both analyses strongly suggest
that the EFs distributions of restacked and stacked control
membranes are identical.

4. Discussion

4.1. Unstacking of grana thylakoids

The unstacking of thylakoid membranes is a complex
process. Staehelin distinguished three steps upon incubating
isolated thylakoids in low ionic strength buffers [12]: (i) rapid
separation of appressed regions, (ii) increase in the tubular
diameter of the connections between grana and stroma lamellae
associated with intermixing of the protein complexes and (iii)
complete unfolding of grana and reorganization of the protein
complexes. It is likely that the lateral reorganization of the
protein complexes is followed by and a consequence of the
unstacking of grana [26]. Fluorescence data (Fm / Fo and FPSII/
FPSI) (see Table 1) and particle distribution analysis (Fig. 4A
and B, left panel) indicates that step (ii) is realized under our
unstacking conditions. Also, the freeze-fracture micrographs
under unstacked conditions suggest that the grana are almost
completely unstacked (step iii). Moreover, our data strongly
indicate an intermixing and randomization of the proteins
(especially PSII, LHCII and PSI) under unstacked conditions.
These low-salt induced alterations can be explained by an
increased electrostatic repulsion of negative thylakoid surface
charges which is accompanied by the unstacking of the grana
[27].

EF particle size analysis (Fig. 2, Table 2) give clear
evidence that incubation of thylakoids in low salt buffer for
unstacking did not induce significant conversion of dimeric
PSII complexes into the monomeric form. This is in good
accordance with observations that the dimeric organization of
PSII is not effected by a low salt-treatment in isolated LHCII–
PSII supercomplexes [28] or in intact thylakoids [24]. On the
other hand, the analysis of the fluorescence induction curves
reveals a conversion of PSIIα into PSIIβ centers. As PSIIβ
centers are assumed to be monomeric and have a 2 to 3 times

smaller antenna size than PSIIα [29], it appears, that structural
dimers are functionally monomers under unstacked conditions.
Noteworthy, under unstacked conditions the Fv level is lower
due to energy spillover from PSII to PSI (see Fm / Fo in Table
1 and Fig. 1) and the sigmoidicity of fluorescence induction
curves of isolated PSII dimers indicating connectivity is low
[30] and therefore difficult to detect. For this reason, functional
isolated dimers with low connectivity, which are hardly
distinguishable from PSIIβ centers, may exist under unstacked
conditions. In order to test this possibility we repeated our
mathematical analysis assuming that the fraction of PSIIβ
centers (45% to 47%, Table 1) is unchanged in unstacked
thylakoids compared to stacked and restacked membranes.
Using a value of 46% the calculation resulted in a connectivity
parameter for PSIIα of 0.2±0.1 (not shown). The mean
quadratic deviation between theoretical and measured fluores-
cence induction data is 0.20×10−3, assuming that the PSIIβ-
fraction is identical to the stacked thylakoids, and 0.17×10−3

with a free running fit for the β-fraction. In conclusion, the
induction curves from unstacked thylakoids can be reasonably
fitted by a model which assumes an identical number of
(dimeric) PSIIα centers under stacked and unstacked condi-
tions with low connectivity. This indicates the possibility that
isolated excitonic coupled PSII dimers could exist in unstacked
thylakoids, which is supported by an observation that
incubation of thylakoids in Mg2+ free media does not abolish
the α/β heterogeneity but leads to a selective change in the
PSIIα characteristics [31]. Furthermore isolated PSII dimers
from cyanobacteria have a connectivity parameter of 0.3
whereas isolated monomers show no connectivity (M. Rögner,
unpublished results). This is in accordance with our suggestion
that in unstacked thylakoids isolated PSII dimers with a low
connectivity may exist. The low connectivity value of isolated
dimers has the interesting consequence that the main part of
the excitonic coupling of PSII in grana stacks (J=1.7, Table 1)
must come from the interaction of several dimers mediated
probably via LHCII. On the other hand, analysis of the
fluorescence induction curves provided clear evidence for a
drastic decreased antenna size of PSII centers in unstacked
membranes. The mean rate constant of QA reduction (averaging
α and β centers) decreased to about 55% compared to stacked
control thylakoids (calculated from Table 1). Considering that
LHCII-trimers contain about 50% of all chlorophylls connected
to PSII [5] this indicates a disconnection of LHCII trimers from
PSII centers. An additional disconnection of all minor LHCII
subunits from the PSII-core is unlikely because the antenna size
would decrease to less than 20% (assuming 35 chlorophylls for
the D1/D2/CP43/CP47 complex) in contrast to the measured
55%. The EF particle size analysis suggests that a mass of about
3.5×3 nm is removed from PSII under unstacked conditions
(Fig. 2I and J). This size corresponds roughly to a monomeric
LHCII subunit [32]. Thus it is likely that in addition to major
trimeric LHCII oneminormomomeric LHCII unbinds from PSII
in the course of unstacking but that the other minor LHCII
complexes are still bound. It appears that the low-salt treatment
induces only a partial disruption of the LHCII–PSII super-
complex. Obviously, the lateral electrostatic repulsion of
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negative surface charges on the protein subunits which dominate
under unstacked conditions [27] are strong enough to separate
LHCII-trimers (and probably one minor LHCII) from PSII but
are too weak to disperse the remaining subunits. This indicates a
hierarchy of protein interactions in PSIIα centers. The binding
affinity of the major trimeric LHCII to the PSII-core complex
could be lower than that of theminor LHCII subunits. In addition
to the reduction in the PSII antenna size, the connectivity
parameter decreases indicating the separation of PSIIα centers.
The upper part of the model shown in Fig. 5 summarizes these
findings. The functional consequence of the altered PSII
organization in unstacked thylakoids is a significant decrease
in the photochemical quantum efficiency of PSII [19] from 0.80
(stacked control membranes) to 0.50 (unstacked conditions, as
determined from the Fm / Fo ratio in Table 1).

An interesting observation is that a fraction of EFus particles
are in closer contact (distances between 10 and 12 nm, see Fig.
5) than in the stacked control membranes. This is quite
unexpected as the membrane lipid area is even increased in
thylakoids under unstacked conditions due to the intermixing
with stroma lamellae and grana margins, which have a lower
protein density. Also, an intermixing with proteins from the
unstacked regions (PSI, ATPase) should rather increase the EF
separation. Indeed, the overall EFus density is decreased in

comparison with stacked thylakoids by about 15%. The pheno-
menon of approaching PSII complexes can also be observed in
our computer simulations, if no interaction between protein
complexes is assumed, i.e. in a pure random arrangement [8].
This is simply a statistical consequence and can be explained by
direct contact of adjacent PSII–dimer complexes in the
membrane plane. As pointed out earlier, the problem of a
direct PSII-dimer–PSII-dimer contact is that the QB binding
pocket for plastoquinone can be blocked hindering an efficient
electron transfer from PSII to the PQ-pool [8]. Obviously, in
stacked membranes the direct PSII–PSII contact is avoided
(Fig. 4A and B) by specific LHCII binding sites on PSII [33].
Due to the fact that LHCII disconnects under low salt conditions
from PSII (see above) it is likely that these interactions are
mainly electrostatically stabilized [27]. These findings point
to the significance of salt induced specific interactions be-
tween PSII and LHCII for an efficient electron transfer in grana
thylakoids.

4.2. Self organization of PSII in grana thylakoids

As discussed above, incubating thylakoids under unstacking
conditions leads to intermixing and randomization of the protein
complexes, accompanied by disconnection of LHCII trimers

Fig. 5. Model illustrating the changes in the protein organization upon unstacking and restacking of thylakoid membranes. The model focuses on the PSII–LHCII
supercomplex organization (probably PSIIα centers). Upper part: In the mean PSII supercomplex are connected with about 4 LHCII-trimers under stacked conditions,
are excitonically coupled (connectivity) and are well separated from PSI in unstacked regions. Middle part: Unstacking leads to randomization of the protein
arrangement and the separation of LHCII-trimers from PSII. PSI and PSII come in excitonic contact (spillover). Our data indicate that the low-salt treatment does not
result in a structural monomerization of PSII-dimers. The functional monomerization, i.e. whether the dimers are excitonically uncoupled under these conditions, is
still unclear as symbolized by the question mark (see text for details). The white circles at the PSII supercomplexes indicate unoccupied binding sites for LHCII-
trimers. Lower part: restacking of unstacked thylakoids leads to almost the same macromolecular organization as in untreated membranes, i.e. rebinding of LHCII-
trimers to PSII and a resegregation of PSII and PSI. We propose a redistribution of minor LHCIIs from PSIIβ centers to PSIIα, where they may bind to one of the
LHCII-trimer binding sites (exclamation point). This may result in a decreased connectivity between PSIIα centers.
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from PSII and a decreased connectivity between PSIIα centers.
Starting from this randomized arrangement, re-addition of
mono- and divalent cations induces a restacking of grana and
resegregation of the protein complexes. This rearrangement is
time dependent [12]. According to our data, a 1-h incubation
time is sufficient to ensure a maximal recovery of the
fluorescence parameter presented in Table 1. The EFrs particle
analysis of restacked membranes (Fig. 4) shows no significant
differences to stacked control membranes, at least at the
resolution of the EM micrographs of freeze-fracture thylakoids,
indicating an identical PSII arrangement. These data provide
good evidence that the spatial separation of PSI and PSII on
unstacked and stacked membrane regions and the formation of
PSIIα- from PSIIβ-centers as well as the macromolecular
organization of PSII in stacked grana thylakoids is a self-
organizing process. Thus, these processes are determined by the
physicochemical and structural properties of the protein
complexes themselves and are induced by a certain ionic
milieu. Since thylakoids are very dynamic membranes which
respond to changes in the environmental conditions by
rearrangements of their protein organization (e.g. state transi-
tions [34], PSII repair cycle [11] or long term adaptations [22])
the self-organization could be an important feature for the
maintenance of the functional integrity of the photosynthetic
machinery. Regarding the biogenesis of PSII supercomplexes it
is important to recognize that our Mg2+ depletion experiments
do not induce a complete disassembly of the supercomplexes.
As discussed above the low salt treatment leads to disconnection
of LHCII trimers and probably one minor LHCII while leaving
the remaining dimeric PSII complexes (PSII core plus minor
LHCII) intact. Starting from this complex the formation of the
macromolecular network of PSII and trimeric LHCII in stacked
grana thylakoids is self-organized. The structural basis for this
could be the specific LHCII-trimer binding sites on PSII [33,35]
or specific lipids surrounding the proteins, i.e. a hydrophobic
recognition as found for lipid rafts [36]. Recently, a molecular
model for the stacking of grana thylakoids based on the charge
distribution on the flat stromal surface of LHCII trimers was
presented [32]. According to this model the intermolecular
attraction between LHCIIs in opposite membranes is the result
of a sophisticated balance between electrostatic attraction and
repulsion of positively and negatively charged protein regions.
This balance is strongly influenced by screening effects of
cations, namely Mg2+ ions. It is likely that similar forces are also
involved in the lateral organization of the protein complexes in
grana membranes. In addition, there is evidence that these pure
protein–protein interactions are modulated by specific lipid–
protein interactions [37,38].

However, a closer look reveals subtle differences between
stacked and restacked thylakoid membranes. The antenna size
of PSIIα centers is slightly but significantly increased which is
accompanied by a decrease of the connectivity parameter J and
a decrease in the PSIIβ antenna size (Table 1). The most likely
explanation for this difference in the antenna size is a
redistribution of LHCII subunits from β to α centers in the
course of restacking. Assuming that, at the average, a PSIIα
center in stacked control membranes is associated with about

230 chlorophylls [5], PSIIα in restacked membranes should
bind 34±23 more chlorophylls (calculated from kα in Table 1,
taking the standard deviations into account). For the PSIIβ
centers the antenna size under restacked conditions is reduced
by 28±9 chlorophylls. These calculations suggest that two to
four minor or major monomeric LHCII subunits are redis-
tributed from PSIIβ to PSIIα centers. Noteworthy no increase in
the EFrs size was detected compared to EF (stacked) particle
(Table 2). This could indicate that the extra chlorophylls
associated with PSIIα complexes in restacked membranes came
from trimeric LHCII because this complex is associated with the
PF fracture face. However, the significance of the differences in
sizes in Table 2 is weak (see standard deviations). Therefore no
definite answer is possible at this point. The changes in the
antenna size of PSIIα are accompanied by a decreased
connectivity. Our interpretation for this phenomenon is depicted
in the lower part of Fig. 5: Starting from unstacked membranes
in which minor LHCII complexes are released from PSIIβ,
these subunits have a certain probability to bind to one (or more)
LHCII-trimer binding sites on the PSIIα supercomplex [33] in
the course of restacking. There is evidence that there are three
distinct binding sites on the PSII complexes in grana thylakoids
which have different binding strength called S (strong), M
(moderate) and L (loose) [33,35]. The structural data of these
PSII–LHCII supercomplexes suggests that the LHCII-trimer
binding on the S and M site is facilitated by a combination of
two of the minor antenna complexes (CP24 and CP29 or CP26
and CP29). Thus it is likely that the strength of the binding
depends on the number of minor LHCII subunits acting as
docking partners. We assume that the additional LHCII subunits
from PSIIβ interact with these minor LHCII from PSIIα, which
results in the occupation of the S,M or L site. As a consequence
only one instead of two minor LHCII on PSIIα acts as a docking
site for trimeric LHCII leading to decreased binding strength
and an impaired excitonic interaction between LHCII trimers
and PSII subunit. An alternative explanation is that part of the
so-called C2S2M2 megacomplex [6], consisting of a PSII dimer
(C2), two strongly (S2) and two moderately (M2) bound
LHCII-trimers is not at all reformed. There are indications that
this megacomplex is the building block in grana thylakoids [6].
However, these proposed subtle changes have almost no effect
on the photochemical quantum efficiency: from Table 1 we
calculate a value of 0.79 for restacked membranes, which is
virtually the same as for stacked control thylakoids.

In summary, our data gave evidence that low salt induced
electrostatic repulsion leads to a lateral separation of LHCII-
trimer from the PSII-core, however leaving the core-dimer
intact. This indicates a hierarchy of protein–protein interactions
for the stability of the PSII–LHCII associations in grana
thylakoids. The restacking results show that the specificity of
LHCII-binding sites play a key role in the organization of the
protein arrangement in grana thylakoids.
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